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A Spectrum of Choices
Colouring Your Existing Pool Is Easy with
Aqua/Lamp’s Rainbow Rays™ Led Bulb

R

e-energize your pool environment with a
simple change to Aqua/Lamp’s Rainbow
Rays™ LED bulb! If your pool already has
the regular Aqua/Lamp 12- volt pool light system
(the majority of inground pool owners in Canada
have one), adding colour is as simple as changing a
light bulb. Colour change is activated simply by turning the same on/off switch you already have unless
you want to add the convenience of an Aqua/Lamp
remote control switch which gives the pool owner
the ability to control the pool lighting from a
favourite lounge chair or even from inside the house.
Aqua/Lamp’s Rainbow Rays™ LED lights operate
without moving parts for longer longevity. LED bulbs
last up to 10 times longer than regular bulbs, use
only 20 watts of energy and are as easy to operate as
flipping on a light switch. Aqua/ Lamp’s Rainbow
Rays™ LED light can provide individual colours in
blue, white, green, pink and turquoise and the light
gives a transition of colours and a strobe as well.

Jason Sorokin, President of Consolidated Pool and
Spa Industries Inc. is excited about this technology
that his company is able to offer pool owners. “Most
pool owners in Canada likely have the Aqua/Lamp
Pool Light system which has been the number one
pool light choice of Canadians for the past 15 years,”
says Sorokin. “Any owner with an Aqua/Lamp pool
light system can upgrade to colour simply by changing their existing light bulb to the new Aqua/ Lamp’s
Rainbow Rays™LED bulb available,” adds Sorokin.
This system of lighting is the number one choice of
building experts, dealers and owners and is the most
affordable method of adding colour to your pool in
North America.
Backyards need not be in black and white any more
and Aqua/Lamp’s Rainbow Rays™ bulb is now
available to offer every pool owner the ultimate in
backyard enjoyment with all the colours of the
rainbow to create the mood and atmosphere for
every occasion!

COLOURING EXISTING POOLS IS EASY
Re-energize your pool setting with a simple
change to an AquaLamp’s Rainbow Rays™ LED
bulb! If your pool already has the regular
Aqua/Lamp 12- volt system, then adding colour
is as simple as changing the bulb. Colour
change is activated simply by turning the same
on/off light switch you already have unless you
want to add the convenience of a remote control switch.
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Backyards need not be in black and white any
more and Aqua/Lamp’s Rainbow Rays™ bulb is
now available !

Consolidated Pool and Spa Industries Inc.,
361 Rowntree Dairy Road, Unit 4
Woodbridge, Ontario, Canada L4L 8H1
Tel: 905-264-6496 Fax: 905-264-6508

